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NEW QUESTION: 1
A media company asked a Solutions Architect to design a highly
available storage
solution to serve as a centralized document store for their
Amazon EC2 instances. The
storage solution needs to be POSIX-compliant, scale
dynamically, and be able to serve up to
100 concurrent EC2 instances.
Which solution meets these requirements?
A. Create an Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) to store
and share the
documents.
B. Create an Amazon S3 bucket and store all of the documents in
this bucket.
C. Use Amazon Glacier to store all of the documents.
D. Create an Amazon EBS volume and allow multiple users to
mount that volume to
their EC2 instance(s).
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
When creating a schedule trigger, you specify a schedule (start
date, recurrence, end date etc.) for the trigger, and associate
with a Data Factory pipeline.
Scenario:
All data migration processes must use Azure Data Factory
All data migrations must run automatically during non-business
hours
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/how-to-crea
te-schedule-trigger

NEW QUESTION: 3
Under what circumstances may a registered investment company
change its investment objective?
A. after approval by a majority vote of the shareholders
B. after providing notice that is recorded in the Federal
Register
C. after SEC approval
D. after it obtains a new charter from the state secretary
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: after approval by a majority vote of the
shareholders. All vital interests of the shareholders are
subject to their majority vote.
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